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Complete the sentences with either ‘more’ 
or ‘many’. 
 
1. There were __many__ questions on 

the quiz. 

 

2. The quiz takes __________ time to 

complete when you are careful. 

 

3. Louis sold __________ lemonade than Jessy. 

4. __________ students were confused by the science problem. 

5. There were __________ players at the football practice. 

6. __________ effort went into this book project. 

7. The train had so __________ cars, we did not know which one was 

ours. 

 

8. You will need to clear __________ space if you want to fit this new 

bed in your room. 

 

9. I need __________ light to see what I am doing. 

10. It takes __________ tries before you can get it right. 

11. Do you want some _________ money? 

12. There were __________ people in line 

ahead of us.  

 
 

Use ‘many’ for items 
which can be counted. 

3 books 

 
Use ‘more’ with nouns 

which cannot be counted. 
water 
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Answers 
 

1. There were __many__ questions on the quiz. 

 

2. The quiz takes __more__ time to complete when you are careful. 

 

3. Louis sold __more__ lemonade than Jessy. 

4. __Many__ students were confused by the science problem. 

5. There were __many__ players at the football practice. 

6. __More__ effort went into this book project. 

7. The train had so __many__ cars, we did not know which one was 

ours. 

 

8. You will need to clear __more__ space if you want to fit this new bed 

in your room. 

 

9. I need __more__ light to see what I am doing. 

10. It takes __many__ tries before you can get it right. 

11. Do you want some __more__ money? 

12. There were __many__ people in line ahead of us. 
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